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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE OF AN EIGHT-STAGE 

AXIAL-FLOW RESEARCH COMPRESSOR WITH TWO LONG-CHORD 

TRANSONIC INLET STAGES 

By Gilbert K. Sievers, Richard P. Geye, and James G. Lucas 

SUMMARY 

The chords of the first two stages of the eight-stage axial-flow 
compressor with two transonic inlet stages were doubled, and the over
all performance of the modified compressor was investigated over a range 
of weight f l ows at equivalent speeds from 30 to 100 percent of design at 
a constant high Reynolds number of approximately 2,250,000. At design 
speed , the maximum total- pressure ratiO was 10.76 at an equivalent weight 
flow of 69 . 4 pounds per second with an adiabatic efficiency of O.Sl, and 
the maximum equivalent weight flow was approximately 71.5 pounds per sec 
ond (30 .1 (lb/sec)/sq ft of frontal area) . A peak efficiency of 0.69 
was obtained at 50 percent of design speed, and a maximum peak efficiency 
of approximately 0 . S3 was obtained at 90- percent design speed. At the 
operating points investigated in a range from approximately 50 to SO 
percent of equivalent design speed, the compressor had no periodic flow 
fluctuations such as are usually Observed when rotating stall occurs. 

The long- chord compressor had a larger stable operating range from 
60 percent to design speed than the medium- chord compressor. The long
chord compressor attains higher efficiencies at the lower compressor 
speeds and approximately the same efficiency level at the higher compres
sor speeds . The stall margin for the fixed- exhaust-nozzle-area equilib
rium operating line estimated for the long- chord compressor as a turbojet
engine com~onent is roughly comparable to the stall margin for a 10-
percent - increased exhaust- nozzle- area equilibrium operating line estimated 
for the medium- chord compressor . 

INTRODUCTION 

As part of the program to study the performance problems of multi
stage compressors with high- pressure - ratio, high Mach number stages, the 
eight-stage axial - flow compressor reported in references 1 to 7 was 
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modified by doubling the chord lengths of the first two stages} which 
were of transonic desi gn . The a erodynamic design of this long- chord 
compressor is the same as that reported in reference 4 . 

The over -all performance characteristics of the compressor of this 
report were obtained over a range of we i ght flow for equivalent speeds 
from 30 to 100 percent of design speed and inlet pressures ranging f r om 
20 . 3 to 10 .1 inches of mercury absolute . The inlet pressure was varied 
in order to maintain a constant high Reynolds number of approximately 
2 }250}000 at all speeds except 30 percent of design speed . At 30 per
cent of design speed} a single point was obtained at a Reynolds number 
of approximately 1}270}000 instead of 2 }250} 000 because of inlet pre s 
sure limitations . The Reynolds number used in this report is based on 
r elative conditions at the tip of the first rotor . Some of the results 
of r e f er enc e 6 are compared with the results for the present compressor, 
and an e stimated equilibrium operating line for a turbojet engine is 
superimposed on the compressor performance map to indicate the part 
speed problems associated with the installation of this compressor in a 
t urbo j et engine . 

SYMBOLS 

A f rontal area} sq ft 

c chord length at tip of first rotor} ft 

P ab solute total pressure} in . Hg abs 

Re Reynolds number r elative to first rotor tip} pV'c/~ 

T total temperature } OR 

V' velocity relative to first - rotor tip} ft /sec 

w weight flow } lb / sec 

5 ratio of inlet total pressure to NACA standard sea- level pressure 
of 29 .92 in . Hg abs 

~ adiabatic temperature - rise effic iency 

e ratio of inlet total temperature to NACA standard sea- level 
temperature of 51$ . 70 R 

viscosity based on total temperature at tip of first 
rotor, lb /(ft )(sec ) 

p static density at tip of first rotor } lb / cu ft 
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Subscripts : 

o inlet depression- tank station 

1 compressor - inlet measuring station 

20 compressor- discharge measuring station 

APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

Compressor 

A cross - sectional view of the compressor, the inlet bellmouth noz
zle, and the discharge collector is shown in figure 1. The aerodynamic 
design details for this compressor are the same as those presented in 
references 1 and 4, the one difference being the increased chord lengths 
of the first - and second- stage rotor and stator blades. The compressor 
of this report will be referred to as the long-chord compressor; the 
compressor of reference 6 will be referred to as the medium-chord com
pressor, because the blade chords of the first two stages are longer 
than typical blade chords in use in present-day compressors. 

The first - stage rotor of this report is compared with the medium
chord rotor of reference 6 in figure 2. The chords of the first two 
stages were increased as follows : 

First stage : Rotor tip from 3 . 766 to 7.517 in. 
Stator tip from 1 . 900 to 3.420 in. 

Second stage: Rotor tip from 3.50 to 6 . 782 in. 
Stator tip from 1.950 to 3.671 in. 

The medium- chord compressor had 20 and 23 blades, respectively, in the 
first - and second- stage rotors and 27 and 32 blades, respectively, in 
the first - and second- stage stators. The long-chord compressor had 10 
and 12 blades , respectively, in the first - and second-stage rotors and 
15 and 17 blades , respectively, in the first- and second-stage stators. 
Tip solidity and diameter were not changed. Because of an error in fab 
rication, the first - rotor blade- setting angles are higher than design at 
the hub, ranging from approximately 4 .00 at the hub to 2.00 at the mean 
blade section . All other blade- setting angles and blade loading were 
unchanged . 
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The major compressor design values are : 

Total- pressure ratio . . . . . 
Equivalent weight f low, l b /sec 
Equivalent tip speed, ft/sec 
Relative tip Mach number . . . 
Inlet hub - tip diameter ratio . • 
Diameter at inlet to first r otor , in . 

Installation 

NACA RM E57Hl4 

10 . 26 
72 . 4 
1218 
1 . 25 
0 . 46 

20. 86 

The compressor was driven by a 15, OOO- horsepower variable - frequency 
electric motor . The speed was maintained constant by an electronic con
trol and was measured by both an electric chronometric tachometer and an 
el ectronic frequency-period counter . Air enter ed the compres sor through 
a submerged thin-plate orifice, a butt erfly inlet throttle for control
ling inlet pressure, and a depression tank 6 feet in diameter and approx 
imately 10 feet l ong . Screens in the depression tank and a bellmouth 
faired into the compressor inlet were used to obtain a uniform distribu
tion of air entering the compressor . Air was discharged from the com
pressor into a collector connected to the laboratory altitude exhaust 
system . Air weight flow was controlled by a butterfly valve l ocated in 
the exhaust ducting . 

Instrumentat ion 

The axial l ocations of the instrument measuring stations are shown 
in figure 1 . The inlet depr ession- tank station and the compressor 
dischar ge station had axial locations that were in accordance with r ef
erence 8 . The radial distribution of outlet total temperature was ob
tained f r om multiple- prohe rakes located at the area centers of equal 
annular areas . The discharge static pressure was obtained from six wall 
s tatic taps . The instruments used at each station are similar to those 
i llustrated in reference 5 . Temperatures were measured with self
balancing potentiometers, pressures with mercury manometers r eferenced 
to atmosphere fo r all compressor - inlet and - discharge pressures, and 
weight flow with a thin-plate submerged orifice . 

PROCEDURE 

The compressor was insulated with 4 inches of Fiberglas. An inlet 
temperature of approximately 4000 R ( _600 F) was maintained, and the 
Reynolds number relative to the tip of the first rotor was held constant 
at approximately 2,250,000 by controlling the inlet - air pressure . This 
Reynolds number was chosen in order to mai ntain approximately the same 
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inlet total temperatures and pressures at each compressor operating 
point that were used in the testing of the medium- chord compressor of 
reference 6 . 
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The compressor was operated at 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent 
of equivalent design speed. At each speed a range of airflows was in
vestigated from a maximum flow at which the compressor-discharge piping 
system was choked to a minimum flow at which compressor stall occurred. 
In addition, a single point was taken at 30 percent of equivalent design 
speed in order to determine the general location of the 30-percent oper
ating line, and five points were taken at 75 percent of equivalent de
sign speed in order to establ ish the location of the stall-limit line 
and the peak- efficiency point. 

Radial surveys with a hot-wire anemometer were taken at various op
erating points to determine the presence of rotating stall. A single 
hot-wire - anemometer probe located behind the first -stage rotor and a 
dual-beam oscilloscope were used . Radial surveys were taken over the 
outer three -fourths of the passage at compressor speeds ranging from ap
prOXimately 50 to 80 percent of equivalent design speed. 

The over -all compressor performance characteristics were calculated 
from the orifice measurements, the drive-motor speed, the inlet total 
pressure and temperature, and the discharge static pressure and total 
temperature . The discharge total pressure was calculated by the proce
dure recommended in reference 8 and used in references 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Long-Chord-Compressor Performance 

Over -all performance. - The over-all perf~rmance characteristics of 
the compressor with long-chord blades are presented in figure 3 as a 
plot of total -pressure ratio as a function of equivalent weight flow, 
with contours of constant adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency super
imposed . The Reynolds number relative to the tip of the first rotor was 
maintained at approximately 2,250 , 000 for all compressor speeds except 
30 percent of design speed. At design speed, a maximum total-pressure 
ratio of 10.76 (root-mean total -pressure ratio per stage of 1.346) was 
obtained at an equivalent weight flow of 69.4 pounds per second (29.2 
(lb/ sec)jsq ft of frontal area) with an efficiency of 0.81. A design
speed peak efficiency of 0 . 82 was obtained at total-pressure ratios rang
ing from 9 . 0 to 10.2, and a design- speed maximum weight flow of approxi
mately 71. 5 pounds per second (30.1 (lb/sec)/sq ft of frontal area) was 
obtained at pressure ratios below approximately 7.5. 

J 
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There i s a slight knee in the stall - limit line at approximately 62 
percent of design speed . The stall- limit line can be approximated by 
two straight lines } one extending from 50 to 62 percent of design speed 
and the other from 62 percent to design speed . 

The over - all adiabatic temperature - rise efficiency is plotted as a 
function of equivalent weight flow in figure 4. The peak efficiency at 
50 percent of design speed is approximately 0.69 . The peak efficiency 
increases slowly with speed and reaches a maximum value of approximately 
0 . 83 at 90- percent design speed and then drops slightly at design speed . 

Rotating stall . - No periodic flow fluctuations associated with ro 
tating stall were observed at any of the operating points investigated 
in a range from approximately 50 to 80 percent of equivalent design speed . 
Random frequencies were observed at all radial probe positions and com
pressor speeds (partially because of blade wakes)} but no periodic stall 
frequency could be detected . This is discussed further in a later 
section . 

Comparison of Long- Chord and Medium- Chord Compressors 

Over - all performance . - Figure 5 is a plot of total- pressure ratio 
as a funct ion of equivalent weight flow for both the long-chord compres 
sor of this report and the medium-chord compressor of reference 6 . From 
50 to 62 percent of design speed, the stall- limit lines are approximately 
the same . From approximately 62 percent to design speed} the long- chord 
compressor has an increased stable operating range . The medium- chord 
compressor has a slight knee in the stall- limit line at approximately 
74 percent of design speed} whereas the knee in the long- chord compressor 
stall- limit line occurs at approximately 62 percent of design speed . 
From 50 to 70 percent of de s ign speed} the long-chord compressor attained 
slightly higher equivalent weight flows and total-pressure ratios . At 
75 percent of design speed} where the greatest improvement in stable op
erating range is found } the long- chord compressor attained a total
pressure ratio of approximately 4.7 at an equivalent weight flow of ap
proximately 38 . 5 pounds per second as compared with 4 . 3 and 41 . 5} re 
spectively} for the medium- chord compressor . From 80 percent to design 
speed} the long- chord compres sor was able to operate at lower equivalent 
weight f lows and attain approximately the same total- pressure ratios as 
the medium- chord compressor . 

Adiabatic temperature- rise efficiency is plotted as a function of 
equivalent weight flow for both compressors in figure 6 . In making this 
compari son, it must be remembered that the medium- chord compressor was 
uninsulated , while the long- chord compressor was insulated with 4 inches 
of Fiberglas to minimize heat - transfer losses through the casing . There
fore , the medium- and long- chord curves of figure 6 are not directly com
parable because of different heat-transfer effects . However, a limited 
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amount of data was obtained at design speed with the medium-chord com
pressor insulated with 4 inches of Fiberglas. The results indicated 
that the efficiency at design speed was approximately the same as that 
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of the long- chord compressor . It is reasonable to assume that heat trans
fer will affect the efficiency to a lesser degree at low compressor 
speeds than it will at higher compressor speeds because of the smaller 
over -all temperature rise. Therefore) a more representative comparison 
of efficiency levels could possibly be made if the higher-speed medium
chord curves were lowered slightly . Using these assumptions) the long
chord compressor attains higher efficiencies at the lower compressor 
speeds and approximately the same efficiency level at the higher compres
sor speeds . These increased efficiencies at part speeds are consistent 
with the more stable operating conditions ( i . e.) no rotating stall). 

Rotating stall and operating range. - The medium-chord compressor of 
reference 6 had a rotating-stall region extending to approximately 74 per
cent of design speed. The long-chord compressor of this report had no 
periodic flow fluc t uations) such as are usually observed when rotating 
stall occurs) at any of the operating points investigated in a range from 
approximatel y 50 to 80 percent of equivalent design speed. No quantita
tive explanation of this result can be given at the present time. How
ever) it is believed that the explanation lies in the low number of blades 
and the resulting large spacing. The first-stage rotor consists of only 
ten blades with a spacing of approximately 6.54 inches at the tip. The 
unorthodox physical geometry of this design can best be appreciated by 
referring to figure 2(a). 

Reference 9 states that there exists a lower limit to the number of 
blades that can support stall propagation. The geometry of this rotor is 
such that it probably falls below this lower limit. Reference 10 presents 
a theory by which some properties of rotating stall are predictable as 
long as the number of blades is high enough to justify the assumption of 
an infinite number of blades) and further states that the theory is unable 
to predict the influence of blade solidity on stall propagation when the 
bl ades are not close enough together. This discussion points out that 
theories of rotating stall in multistage turbomachinery are not very far 
advanced at the present time and are certainly not adequate to cover the 
findings of this investigation . 

The doubling of the chords of the first two stages primarily affects 
the compressor performance in the intermediate-speed range. The extension 
of the stable operating range at part - speed could be logically expected 
if the i nlet stages were able to operate over a larger flow range. Ref
erence 11 ) which gives the results of investigating long- and short-chord 
single-stage - compressor rotors having the same solidity but different as
pect ratios) shows that the long- chord or low-aspect-ratio rotor was able 
to operate over a wider flow range ) attaining both higher and lower equiv
alent weight flows and higher total -pressure ratios than the short-chord 
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rotor. Ther efore, either an increased chord length or a decr eased aspect 
ratio does give an increased operating range . The geometry of the rotors 
of reference 11 is as fol lows : 

Rotor 

Short - chord Long- chord 

Number of bl ades 66 26 

Chord, in . 0 . 67 1.67 

Passage height, in. 1 .4 1.4 

Tip solidity =: 1, 0 =: 1 . 0 

Aspect ratio 2 . 09 0 . 84 

Although the long- chor d r otor had a larger stall -free range of operation , 
a rotating- stall r egion was encountered that was similar to that of the 
short - chord rotor . Consequently, these results are of no value in ex
plaining the absence of rotating stall in the long- chord compressor of 
this report . However, the single - stage rotors did not approach the ac 
tual physical extr emes of low blade number and large spacing encountered 
in the investigation repor ted herein . 

Equilibrium operating lines . - Figure 7 is a comparison of the long
chord and medium- chord compressor maps with estimated equilibrium operat 
ing lines superimposed . The equilibrium operating lines were obtained 
by the approximate method of r eference 12 . In using this method, the 
foll owing engine operating condi tions at design speed were selected for 
sea-level static conditions : compressor pressure ratio, 9 . 0; ratio of 
turbine - inlet to compressor - inlet temperature, 4.0; and turbine effi
ciency, 0.85 . The fuel - air ratiOS, 0.01572 for the long- chord and 0.01562 
for the medium- chord compressor , were calculated according to the method 
of reference 13 . At compressor pressure ratios less than 9.0, the tur
bine operating line used was for a multistage turbine (see ref. 12) with 
a constant efficiency of 0 .85 . With a fixed exhaust - nOZZle area, the 
medium-chord operating line intersected the stall-limit line at approxi
mately 76 per cent of equivalent design speed ( 60 percent of maximum 
equivalent weight flow at a pressure ratio of 4.6), while the long-chord 
operating line lay entirely within the stable operating region, becoming 
tangent to the stall -limit line at approximately 60 percent of design 
speed (34 percent of maximum equivalent weight flow at a pressure ratio 
of 2 . 5) . For the medium- chord operating line to lie entirely within the 
stable operating region, it was necessary to increase the exhaust - nozzle 
area by 10 percent, so that it became tangent to the stall-limit line at 
approximately 74 percent of equivalent design speed (55 percent of 
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maximum equivalent weight flow at a pressure ratio of 4.0). Actually} 
neither the long- chord operating line nor the increased-exhaust-nozzle
area operating line for the medium- chord compressor allows any margin 
for acceleration through the intermediate-speed range. Therefore} a 
larger exhaust -nozzle area would be necessary} or some other method such 
as bleed would have to be used to obtain acceleration margin for both 
compressors. The amount of exhaust-nozzle-area variation or bleed re
quired for acceleration through the intermediate-speed range would be 
less for the long-chord compressor. 

Another possible advantage of the long-chord compressor over the 
medium- chord as an engine component is the absence of rotating stall 
over the entire range of operation. This greatly lessens the likelihood 
of blade failure due to resonant vibration caused by unsteady aerodynamic 
loading. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The following results were obtained from an investigation of over
all performance of an eight - stage axial-flow compressor with two long
chord transonic inlet stages: 

1. The maximum total-pressure ratio obtained at design speed was 
10.76 at an equivalent weight flow of 69.4 pounds per second with an ad
iabatic efficiency of 0.81. 

2 . A peak efficiency of 0.82 was obtained for design speed at values 
of total -pressure ratio ranging from 9.0 to 10.2. 

3. A maximum equivalent weight flow of approximately 71.5 pounds 
per second (30.1 (lb!sec)!sq ft of frontal area) was obtained at design 
speed. 

4. A peak efficiency of 0.69 was obtained at 50 percent of design 
speed; a maximum peak efficiency of approximately 0.83 was obtained at 
90 percent of design speed. 

5. Over a range of speeds from approximately 50 to 80 percent of 
equivalent design speed} the compressor had no periodic flow fluctuations 
such as are usually observed when rotating stall occurs. 

6. The long-chord compressor has an increased stable operating 
range from 60-percent to design speed over that of the medium-chord com
pressor. The greatest improvement in operating range was obtained at 75 
and 80 percent of equivalent design speed. 
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7 . The long -chord compressor attains higher efficiencies than the 
medium- chord compressor at the lower compressor speeds and approximately 
the same efficiency level at the higher compressor speeds. 

8 . The stall margin for the fixed-exhaust-nozzle-area equilibrium 
operating line estimated for the long-chord compressor as a turbojet
engine component is roughly comparable to the stall margin for a 10-
percent-increased exhaust -nozzle-area equilibrium operating line esti
mated for the medium-chord compressor. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, August 29 , 1957 
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Figure 1 . - Cross section of long-chord eight-stage axial-flow compressor, inlet bellmouth, 
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(a ) First-stage rotor of long-chord compressor. 

Figure 2 . - First-stage rotors of long- and medium-chord compressors. 
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(b) First-stage rotor of medium- chord compressor of reference 6. 

Figure 2. - Concluded . First-stage rotors of long- and medium-chord compressors. 
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